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   BEFORE THE ADDL. MEMBER-2, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS

TRIBUNAL TINSUKIA ::::::::: ASSAM

District : Tinsukia.

Present : Md. A. Hakim, M.A, L.L.B,

Addl.  Member-2,

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,

Tinsukia.    

            M.A.C.T Case No. 97 of 2008 

1. SMT.  SUBHARANI CHETIA

W/O.  Sri  N.K  Chetia, 

Namrup Khermia  Village,

          P.O Parbatpur,

          P.S Namrup,  

Dist. Dibrugarh,  Assam........................Claimant. 

                       -Versus- 

1. MISS JHUMPA ROY,

          D/o.  Late  Khirod  Chandra  Roy,

   Quarter No. 150(G),

           Hijuguri Railway  Colony,

           P.O., P.S & Dist. Tinsukia,  Assam, 

(Owner  of  the  vehicle  No. AS-23-E-1670)

2. SRI  AJOY  GOGOI,

 S/o.  Sri  Haren Gogoi,

R/o. Dhemaji  Gohain  Gaon,

P.O Raiting,  District Dhemaji,

C/o. MISS  JHUMPA  ROY,

D/O. Late  Khirod  Chandra  Roy,
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Quarter  No. 150(G),

Hijuguri Railway  Colony,

P.O, P.S  &  District -  Tinsukia,  Assam,

(Driver  of  the  vehicle  No. AS-23-E-1670)

3. THE  UNITED  INDIA  INSURANCE  CO. LTD.,

Tinsukia  Branch,

P.O, P.S  &  District -  Tinsukia,  Assam,

(Insurer  of  the  vehicle  No. AS-23-E-1670)

                  ..................Opposite Parties.

 

             Appearance:-

  Sri N. Prasad,

  Advocate……………......……...For the Claimant.               

            Sri B. K. Kejriwal

            Advocate........……..................For the Opposite Party no. 3.

  Date of Argument   :    01.02.18

  Date of Judgment   :    16.02.2018

            J  U D G M  E  N  T

1.              The  instant  case   has   been   filed by  claimant

namely,  Smt.  Subharani  Chetia claiming compensation from

the  O.P’s  on  account  of  damages  of  the  vehicle  bearing

registration  no. AS-23B-0110,  MAHINDRA ARMADA in a Motor

vehicular accident, which occurred on  19.11.2007  at about 6:00

P.M by  the  vehicle  bearing  registration  no.   AS-23-E-1670

TATA  DI  at  Panitola  Police  Check  Gate. 

2.                It  is  apparent that the claimant has filed the Petition

U/s. 166 of Motor vehicle Act 1988, (which henceforth referred to
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as MV act for sake of brevity), under which  she is seeking the

relief.  

3.             The  claimant  in her claim petition has drawn the

attention of the Court that she  is  the  registered  owner of  one

Mahindra Armada  bearing  registration  no. AS-23-B-0110.  On

19.11.2007 at  about 6 P.M  the  claimant  and  her  husband

were   going  towards   Dibrugarh   from  Tinsukia   and   they

stopped  the vehicle  near   Panitola Police   Check  Post   for

checking  of  the vehicle  suddenly  the  driver  of  the  vehicle

bearing  registration no. AS-23-E-1670  driving  in  a  rash  and

negligent   manner  dashed   the   standing   vehicle   of   the

claimant  from  the  front side  as  a  result  the  vehicle  of  the

claimant  got  substantially damaged. The  claimant  got  her

vehicle  inspected  by M.V.I, Tinsukia  and  later  submitted  the

same  to  Assam  Motors  for repairing. An  amount  of  Rs.

47,338/-  has  been  incurred  in  the repairing  of  the  vehicle.

The  vehicle remained  ten  days  in the  garage  and  for  ten

days,   the   claimant   has   hired   another  vehicle   for   her

necessities  which  caused  an  extra  expenses of  Rs. 10,000/-

and  as  such  the  claimant  filed  this  petition for  granting  an

award of  Rs. 57,338/-.  The  claimant  after enquiry  came  to

know  that  the  driver  of  the  said  vehicle before  dashing

vehicle  dashed  another  three  persons  near Jokai  Hospital

and  two  of  them  died. The  accident  occurred only  due  to

rash  and  negligent  driving  of  the  driver  of  the vehicle  No.

AS-23-E1670  and  as  such  the  owner/driver/Insurer are  liable

for  making  payment  of  compensation  jointly  and severally.  

4.                  In connection  with  the  said  accident Tinsukia police

has  registered   a   case   PS   case   695/2007,  U/s.

279/338/427/304(A)  IPC  corresponding   to   G.R   Case   No.

1336/2007  was  registered  against  the  driver of the offending
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vehicle bearing  no. AS-23-E-1670   and investigated  the  case

accordingly. 

5.             The Opp. Party no. 1 & 2 i.e. the owner and  driver

respectively of the vehicle bearing No. AS-23-E/1670  have not

contested  the  case.  Hence  case  proceeded  ex-parte   against

them. The  Opp. Party  no. 3, i.e. the United India Insurance Co.

Ltd.  has  contested   the  case   by   filing   separate  written

statement. In its written statement it has taken all the  routine

pleas,  denied   the   case   of   the  claimant  and  prayed   for

dismissal  of  the  claim  petition. 

6.             Upon the pleadings of the parties, my ld. predecessor

framed the following issues  on the basis of aforesaid pleadings

of the parties, which are mentioned herein under.   

(i) Whether  the  vehicle  bearing  registration no. AS-23-B-

0110 Mahindra   Armada  got   damaged  in   a   motor

accident  which occurred on  19.11.2007  at  about  6 P.M

by the  vehicle   bearing registration  no.  AS-23-E-1670

TATA DI  at  Panitola  Police  Check  Up? 

(ii) Whether the claimant is entitled to get compensation?

If so, to what extent and from whom?  

7.                 The  claimant   has  examined   herself  in support of

her claim,  whereas the OPs did not adduce any evidence on

their part.

8.                  The  Tribunal  has  heard  the argument advanced by

the  parties  at  length  and  also,  deciphered  the  materials  on

record for an appropriate outcome of the instant case.  

9.                 Before discussing the issues I would like to go through
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the evidence led by the claimant's side for better appreciation

and comprehension of the matter.

10. CW.1,    Smt.    Subharani      Das         in     her

examination- in- chief has deposed that she is the claimant. She

states   that  she   is   the  owner   of   the   vehicle   bearing

registration no.  AS-23-B-0110 (MAHINDRA  ARMADA),   Chassis

No. DX 30513, Engine No. DX 30513 which  was  damaged  in  a

motor  accident  which occurred  on  19.11.2007 at  about 6 P.M

at  Panitola  Police Check Gate,  P.O  Panitola,  P.S  &  District

Tinsukia,  Assam  due to rash  and  negligent  driving  of  the

driver  of  vehicle bearing registration  no. AS-23-E-1670 (TATA

DI).  That   on  19.11.2007  at  about  6  P.M   she  alongwith  her

husband were  going towards Dibrugarh  from  Tinsukia  and

they   stopped   near   Panitola  Police  Check   Out  Post   for

checking  of   the  vehicle  then  suddenly   the  driver   of   the

vehicle  bearing  registration no. AS-23-E-1670 driving  in  a  rash

and  negligent  manner dashed  the  standing vehicle  of  the

claimant  from  the  front side  as  a  result  her vehicle got

substantially  damaged.  Thereafter  she    got   her  vehicle

inspected  by M.V.I, Tinsukia  and  later  submitted  the same  to

Assam  Motors  for repairing. An  amount  of  Rs. 47,338/-  has

been  incurred  in  the repairing  of  the  vehicle. The  vehicle

was  remain  10 (ten)  days  in the  garage  and during that

period she has  hired  another vehicle  for  her necessities  which

caused  an  extra  expenses of  Rs. 10,000/- and  as  such  she

filed  this  petition for  granting  an  award of Rs. 57,338/-.  After

enquiry she came  to  know that the said vehicle bearing  regn.

no. AS-23-E-1670 (TATA DI) before  dashing her vehicle  dashed

another  three  persons  near Jokai  Hospital and  two  of  them

died. The  accident  occurred only  due  to rash  and  negligent

driving  of  the  vehicle  No. AS-23-E-1670 (TATA DI) and as such

the police  arrested  the  driver  of  the  said  vehicle and Police
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registered   Tinsukia   PS   case   695/2007,  U/s.

279/338/427/304(A)  IPC  corresponding   to   G.R   Case   No.

1336/2007 against  the  driver  of the  vehicle bearing  no. AS-

23-E-1670 (TATA DI).  That  as  the  accident  occurred  only  due

to   rash   and   negligent   driving   of   the   vehicle   bearing

registration  No. AS-23-E-1670 (TATA DI),  as  such,  the  owner,

driver  and  insurer  of  the  vehicle  bearing  registration  no. AS-

23-B-0110 (MAHINDRA  ARMADA)  has  not  been  made  party  in

this case. 

11. The  CW.1  has  exhibited  the  following documents

in course of hearing of the case. :

Ext.

no.

Particulars

1. Certified  of  G.R Case no. 1336 of  2007 consisting  of  

Ejahar,    

2. Police report, 

3. Bill  Dated 29.11.2007 issued  by Assam Motor, Hijuguri A.T  

Road,  Tinsukia,  

4. Cash  receipt  of  Rs. 47,338/- issued  by Assam Motor, 

Hijuguri A.T  Road,  Tinsukia,  

5. MVI  Report, 

6(i)

to

6(v)

Photograph of  the  vehicle  bearing registration No. AS-23-B-

0110(MAHINDRA ARMADA)  

 

12. In  cross  examination  CW.1  has  deposed that

their  vehicle  was  being  driven  by  her husband Sri  Mani

Kanta Chetia. Her  husband  is  not  impleaded in  this  case.  It is

not   mentioned in   the claim petition  that  her  vehicle   was

driven  by her husband  on  the  date  of  occurrence. She has

not  filed  the  Driving  License  of  her  husband. Who  took  the

photograph,  Ext. 6(1) to  6(5)  she  does   not  know. There  is
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no  date  of  taking  photograph, Ext. 6(1) to  6(5). There  is  no

mark  of identification  of  the  vehicle   shown  in  Ext. 6(1) and

6(5).  It  cannot  be  understood  that  these  photographs  are

of her  vehicle. Immediately  after  our  arrival  at  the  check

post, the  vehicles  in  their  front   was   checked  by police. At

the  place of  checking three  big  drums  were  put  by  police

on  the  road  itself  for  blocking  the  vehicles  movement.

Similarly, three  other  drums  were also  put  on  the  other side

to stop movement  of  vehicles coming  from  Dibrugarh  side.

There  was  sufficient  gap  in  between  each  of  the  drums.

The  offending  vehicle  after  dashing  their  vehicle  went  over

the nearby railway  track. Police  seized  the  vehicle there itself.

The  direction of  their  vehicle  did  not  change due  to  the

accident. They  lodged  a  written  FIR  on  the  same  day. Ext. 1

is  not   the   FIR  given   by  her.  They  did   not   inform  their

insurance  company, nor  have  impleaded   in the  instant  case.

 

13. She denies  the  suggestion  that  Ext. 1  is not the

ejahar  connected  with  the  accident of  their vehicle. She could

not  say  who the MVI examined  their  vehicle. Her husband  did

the  MVI  examination  of  their vehicle. In  Ext. 5  her husband's

name  is  not  mentioned. She  does  not know  whether  the  MVI

inspected  the  vehicle  on  the  spot  or  in  the  motor  garage.

The  vehicle  was  taken  to  the Assam  Motor  Garage  by  her

husband. She denies  the  suggestion  that Ext. 3 &  4 are  fake

bills. She denies  the  suggestion  that Ext. 5  is  also  obtained

from MVI  without  getting  the vehicle  examined. There  is  no

mention in  Ext. 2 about  the damage of  their vehicle. There is

no  mention  of  number   of   their  vehicle   in   Ext.  2.  It  is

mentioned  in  Ext. 2, Police  reported  that  another  vehicle  no.

AS-06-E-6929  only was  knocked  by  vehicle  no. 1670  and  the

said  damaged  vehicle  was  examined  by  DTO. She denies  the

suggestion  that they  are  not  entitled  to  any  compensation.
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14. Now  for  the  brevity,  convenience  and

comprehension  I  am  discussing  the  issues  no.  1  and  2

simultaneously.  

ISSUE NO. 1 & 2

15. With   regard   to   the  issue  no. 1 i.e.   (i)

Whether  the  vehicle  bearing  registration no. AS-23-B-0110

Mahindra  Armada  got  damaged  in  a  motor  accident  which

occurred on  19.11.2007  at  about  6 P.M  by the  vehicle bearing

registration  no. AS-23-E-1670 TATA DI  at  Panitola Police  Check

Up?  (ii) Whether the claimant is entitled to get compensation? If

so, to what extent and from whom? 

16. Upon hearing both sides  I  have gone through the

material evidence on record and found that the claimant CW-1

has stated  that her vehicle  bearing  registration no. AS-23-B-

0110 Mahindra  Armada  got  damaged  in  a  motor  accident

which occurred on  19.11.2007  at  about  6 P.M  by the  vehicle

bearing registration  no. AS-23-E-1670 TATA DI  at  Panitola Police

Check post. 

17.  But during her cross-examination she states that

she has not  filed  the  Driving  License  of  her  husband. Who

took  the photograph,  Ext. 6(1) to  6(5)  she  does   not  know.

There  is  no  date  of  taking  photograph, Ext. 6(1) to  6(5).

There  is  no  mark  of identification  of  the  vehicle   shown  in

Ext.  6(1) and  6(5).   It   cannot  be  understood  that  these

photographs  are  of her  vehicle. They  lodged  a  written  FIR

on  the  same  day. Ext. 1 is not  the  FIR given  by her. They did

not  inform their   insurance  company, nor  have  impleaded   in

the  instant  case. She could not  say  who the MVI examined
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their  vehicle. Her husband  did the  MVI  examination  of  their

vehicle. In  Ext. 5  her husband's name  is  not  mentioned. She

does  not know  whether  the  MVI inspected  the  vehicle  on

the  spot  or  in  the  motor  garage. There  is  no mention in  Ext.

2 about  the damage of  their vehicle. There is no mention of

number  of  their vehicle  in  Ext. 2 (police report). It is apparent

that the Police  reported  in the Ext. 2 that  another  vehicle  no.

AS-06-E-6929  only was  knocked  by  vehicle  no. AS-23-E-1670

TATA DI and  the said  damaged  vehicle  was  examined  by

DTO.

18. From the  material  evidence  on  record  it  appears

that the claimant has not impleaded her driver husband and the

insurance company of her damaged vehicle in the instant case.

For  which  the  case  is  bad  for  non-joinder.  Apart  from  this  it

appears that the statement of the claimant is not corroborated

by any relevant documents nor any other witnesses with regard

to  the  alleged accident.  The  FIR  has  not  disclosed  about  the

damage  of  the  vehicle  of  the  claimant.  Although  she  has

deposed that they had lodged FIR but it could not be proved by

her. Police  reported  in the Ext. 2 (Police  Report) that  another

vehicle  no. AS-06-E-6929  only was  knocked  by  vehicle  no.

AS-23-E-1670 TATA DI  and  the said  damaged  vehicle  was

examined  by DTO. In view of the report of the police and taking

note of all the facts and circumstances and evidence on record it

cast a doubt about that the vehicle of the claimant i.e bearing

registration no. AS-23-B-0110(MAHINDR ARMADA) was damaged

by the alleged vehicle  no. AS-23-E-1670 TATA DI. Hence I am of

the considered view that the claimant has miserably fail to prove

her case and hence she is not entitled for any compensation as

prayed for. The claimant has failed to prove the issue no. 1 & 2

and hence accordingly decided against the claimant.
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ORDER

19. Upon    consideration   of   all   facts   and

circumstances discussed above and taking note of the material

evidence on record I am of the considered view that the claimant

has failed to prove her case   and  hence  the  case  is  dismissed

herewith. 

20. Accordingly, this MAC case is disposed of on contest

without any cost.

21. Given  under  my  hand and seal of this Tribunal on

this the 16th  day of February, 2018.

 Dictated and corrected by me.   

            (A Hakim)                                                     (A. Hakim)
       Addl. Member-2,                                       Addl. Member-2
M.A.C. Tribunal, Tinsukia                              M.A.C. Tribunal, Tinsukia

Transcribed  by :

(P.D Phukan) 

 


